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Treeline CEO Daniel S. Fantasia Talks About The Changes In The Workforce
Fantasia shares how college graduates will play into the job market
Wakefield, Massachusetts: October 22, 2014: Treeline Founder and CEO Daniel S. Fantasia appeared
on Boston’s Fox 25 Morning Show Tuesday, October 21, 2014, to discuss how college graduates will play
into a changing job market.
Fantasia spoke on a recent topic of discussion around a report released by MassInc on the possible
decrease in college degrees in the coming years. Fantasia educated consumers that the decrease only
includes college degrees but does not take note of the overall shift in the workforce. He explained that
with the larger baby boomer generation leaving the workforce, there will be a smaller generation
replacing them, and this may be the possible “decrease” we may see.
He went on to state that this possible trend may enable college graduates to have an advantage in the
job market when managing their career. In order for job seekers to position themselves in a great
position, they need to consider five things. The first is that MA is a tech hub. The second is that you will
need a degree. Third, that you can choose a cost effective way to obtain a degree. Four is that location
matters. And fifth, that there is a future need for millennial workers.
Fantasia emphasized that job seekers will continue to need a degree, but may do so in a more cost
effective manner. They will need to live in a location close to the tech hub and that there will be a
consistent need for tech savvy graduates.
Click here to view the full segment. Visit Treeline, Incorporated’s blog for more information on the
changing workforce.
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